
UPSKILLING

WITH CONFIDENCE AND

CORPORATE TRAINING



THE GUIDING 
LIGHT FOR
YOUR BUSINESS

At Ourea, we offer training courses characterised by wisdom, refinement
and clarity. Our approach is centred on the transformation of raw talent
into valuable skills through a result-oriented training process. We firmly
believe in harnessing and refining raw talents to create valuable skills through
our training efforts.

We aim to cultivate an enriching educational environment that
nurtures future professionals, contributing to the development
of better citizens for our nation.

We're dedicated to enhancing graduate employability and empowering
young professionals with entrepreneurial skills through personalised mentoring.

Corporate-focused with outstanding teaching modules and innovative support systems.



PIONEERING INITIATIVES 
Programs Boosting Employability and Placement Assistance

ON-JOB TRAINING MODULES
Centred on Innovative Techniques for Skill Development

CORPORATE TRAINING
Enhancing Technical Quotient through Corporate Training Collaboration

TEAM OF EXPERTS
Industry-Experienced Expert Faculties Providing Training

MENTORS
Mentoring by a Multidisciplinary Team of Accomplished Leaders

ASSOCIATIONS
Certified Courses in Partnership with a Reputable Training Academy/Hub



Our corporate training program is meticulously crafted to
elevate individuals' productivity and effectiveness in a
corporate setting. We understand the paramount importance
of not only sharpening professional skills but also instilling
essential corporate etiquette.

Through a combination of comprehensive modules and 
hands-on training, our program equips participants with the 
knowledge and tools needed to excel in their roles. We cover 
a wide spectrum of skills, including effective communication, 
time management, problem-solving and leadership.



Personal Grooming

Effective Communication

Professional Conduct

Body Language and Presence

Confidence Building

Ourea's Image Consultancy Program is a holistic offering designed to transform individuals into
confident, well-groomed, and professional personas. Our program encompasses various aspects
of personal and professional image enhancement.

Key components of our Image Consultancy Program include:



We offer top-notch personal mentoring sessions, guiding you
through a roadmap to address knowledge and skill gaps effectively

Our professionals are dedicated mentors, offering expert guidance
through the finest professional mentoring sessions for your professional
growth.

Unlock the path to corporate expertise with our premium
Business Mentoring program.



Our corporate training programs cover a broad spectrum of skills essential for 
daily business operations. From fundamental communication skills to advanced 
strategies and change management, our comprehensive soft skill training caters 
to all your business requirements.

LEADERSHIP SKILLS
Enhance your strategic and organisational management skills with our
all-encompassing leadership training program.

TEAM SKILLS
We bolster your employees' team-building skills, enabling them to unite their efforts 
as a cohesive team and accomplish company objectives.

CONVERSATION SKILLS
Our customised conversation skill training workshops empower you to communicate
effectively and establish valuable networks with individuals.



ASSERTIVE SKILLS
Enhance your communication and interpersonal skills with our assertiveness 
training.

INFLUENCE SKILLS
Empower individuals with a deep understanding of influencing dynamics through 
our Influence Skills Training Courses.

NEGOTIATION SKILLS
Elevate your executives' career performance to the next level with 
our Negotiation Skills Training Programs.

PRESENTATION SKILLS
Overcoming the nerve-wracking fear of public speaking through the cultivation of self-confidence.

DELEGATION SKILLS
Unlock your organisation's maximum productivity potential through our effective delegation skills 
training programs.



Our motto is to nourish individuals through proper training by developing communication skills, 
personality development training sessions, and finding out their real aspirations. We have experts 
from appropriate fields who can pull out your excellence through various training programs.

PEAKS (Professional Employment Application Key Skills)
Our core technical training program is tailored for students with theoretical knowledge seeking 
practical exposure to thrive in the corporate world. Expert instructors, who have excelled 
in their respective domains, will deliver the training.

LIKES  (Learning Innovative Key Skills Employment Skills)
LIKES, Ourea's life-transforming program, enhances graduates' employability.
It offers a unique opportunity to align your passion with the right career path,
fostering passionate employees who contribute to the organisation's
reputation and nurture successful professionals.

BEST (Master Spoken English)
Our Spoken English training sessions empower students and  individuals
with improved English language proficiency. Our experienced trainers are
empathetic and seasoned in their respective domains.



Our Corporate Training Program focuses on enhancing employees' productivity through corporate 
etiquette. We understand that one size doesn't fit all, so we tailor specific programs for employees, 
marketing professionals, and customer care and client relationship teams.

EES (Employee Enhancement Skill Training)
Ourea provides a platform for aspiring candidates to understand companies' requirements and cultivate the 
right mix of knowledge, skills, and qualities. Additionally, we offer confidence-building training through 
experiential learning for professionals seeking improvement in various aspects.

MAST (Marketing and Sales Enhancement Training)
The true magic in any sales lies in how your prospects feel when they engage with you. The 'how' of selling 
becomes irrelevant when the magic works! Do you want to be a magician who can sell anything under the 
Sun? MAST (Marketing and Sales Training) holds all the answers!

CUST (Customer Service and Relationship Training)
Our course provides candidates with essential customer service skills and enlightens them on effective 
customer handling through best practices and techniques. The module on effective complaint handling 
teaches processes and methodologies for resolving client complaints, enhancing customer care, and 
ultimately delivering satisfaction.



Our program aims to enhance our clients' personal and professional image
through improvements in appearance, behaviour, and communication. We
emphasise boosting confidence and personality, especially in professional
settings.

PSI (Powerful Self-Introductions)
Our program assists in building self-identity, fostering self-confidence, and 
enabling smooth conversations, which, in turn, enhances professional 
networking. You'll cultivate a charismatic impression to effectively engage
with both challenging and influential individuals.

PSM (Professional Hair Styling & Make-up)
This program caters to corporate women, teaching them etiquette on 
maintaining their professional persona through adherence to corporate dress 
codes, makeovers, and valuable tips on face accessories. It also covers 
professional hair styling and skincare techniques.



WHAT IS IT ABOUT?
Personal mentoring is your guide to identifying and achieving career goals. We offer a roadmap to bridge 
knowledge and skill gaps, empowering you with newfound confidence to conquer career challenges.

WHAT CAN YOU EXPECT?
Our program will transform you into a star employee, equipping you to compete for promotions and excel 
in your role.

MODULES COVERED
Personality Development | Confidence Building | Motivational Skills
Assertive Skills | Conversation Skills | Positive Thinking
Business Dressing | Public Speaking | Problem-solving
Creative Skills

AIMED AT:
Job-seekers
Entrepreneurs
Aspiring employees



WHAT IS IT ABOUT?
At Ourea, a dedicated professional will be assigned to guide individuals or teams within your
organisation. This expert mentor will provide invaluable guidance to enhance professional excellence.

WHAT CAN YOU EXPECT?
Our comprehensive program focuses on all-round development to excel professionally. 
Our goal is to train you to become an ace professional in your chosen field.

MODULES COVERED
Basic Entrepreneurship | Teamwork | Corporate Etiquette | Image Consultancy | 
Communication Skills | Interpersonal Communication | Negotiation | 
Delegation Skills |Influencing Skills

AIMED AT:
Professionals
Entrepreneurs
Employees seeking superior growth



WHAT IS IT ABOUT?
We navigate you through the intricacies of the corporate world, providing valuable insights into business 
relationships. Our training equips you with the tools to master managerial skills and strategies for 
achieving corporate excellence.

WHAT CAN YOU EXPECT?
Gain expertise in the corporate world with our training. Learn to excel in business 
relationships and effectively manage your team members with finesse.

MODULES COVERED
Managerial Skills | Business Etiquette | Communication Skills
Presentation Skills | Strategies | Marketing Skills | Sales Approaches
Public Relations | Corporate Attire

AIMED AT:
Companies/Organisations
Entrepreneurs
Managers/Leaders



WHAT IS IT ABOUT?
Our startup mentoring sessions aim to lay a strong foundation for budding and aspiring entrepreneurs, 
shaping a borderless future within the startup ecosystem. We mentor and guide individuals to evolve into 
steady, consistent, and revenue-generating startups.

WHAT CAN YOU EXPECT?
Master the corporate world with our training. Excel in business relationships and adeptly 
manage your team members with finesse.

MODULES COVERED
Entrepreneurship Bootcamps | Founders Mentoring | Business Formulation |
CXO Coaching | Subject matter Mentoring | Scale-up programs | Consulting service.

AIMED AT:
Aspiring startups
Early-stage startups
Startups in the scaling phase
Budding entrepreneurs



If you want to teach people a new 
way of thinking, don't bother trying 
to teach them. Instead, give them 
a tool, the use of which will lead to 
new ways of thinking." 

-Richard Buckminster Fuller



AR3 Annex, VI/832 C2 Seaport Airport Road
Near Vallathol Junction, Thrikkakara
Ernakulam, Kerala 682 021

+91 999 555 7091
+91 999 555 7237

info@oureacorp.com
www.oureacorp.com

Follow us @ ourea


